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CASE OF PRACTICE 2
Planning for Differentiation: Considering the Task for
Different (Groups of) Students
Expected outcomes
By the end of this Case of Practice, teachers will be able to:
•

Identify and explain what makes a task challenging for different groups of students (LO2)

•

Adjust or modify a mathematics task to make it more or less challenging for different groups
of students (LO3)

Short Description of the Activities and How They Can Be Enacted
Opening Activity
Indicative Duration: 15 minutes
Post-it Parade
This activity is a good way for you to get a general sense of what sort of questions, concerns, ideas,
or issues the participants may have from the previous Case of Practice. Students are provided with
two questions/prompts for which they need to generate ideas. To enact this activity, give each
participant a few post-its (the number of post-its depends on the available time), and have them
write out one idea/issue/concern/question per post-it. Participants then post the post-its on the
flipchart or wall. Depending on the question or prompt, it may be useful to have the participants
place the post-its in areas grouped by topic/concern. The goal behind this activity is to help teachers
consider issues, other than task selection, which are important for a teacher to take into account
during lesson planning.
Activity 1 – Analyzing Practice
Indicative Duration: 60 minutes
Videoclub Component
In the previous session, teachers were asked to select two tasks from their own curriculum
materials, one mathematically challenging and one less mathematically challenging, plan and
videotape a lesson during which they implemented the mathematically challenging task; and watch
and determine at which level the task was implemented. The teachers were also asked to select
short clips (typically 3-5 minutes each) in which the level of challenge was either maintained or
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adjusted. At least a week before today’s session, the teachers should have sent via email their
videotaped lesson via ‘We Transfer’, as well as, the selected task, the timestamps of the videoclips
they believe capture the focus of the activity, and a short note explaining their rationale for selecting
these episodes. Because this is the first time in Module 2 teachers share clips from their teaching,
the following detailed instructions for teacher educators (also discussed in Module 1) are helpful in
order to make the first video-club session a positive experience for teachers:
•

Activity 1 of Case of Practice 2 is a good opportunity for you to check teachers understanding
about the key ideas discussed in the previous session (i.e., select mathematically challenging
tasks; analyzing the tasks and identifying what makes them mathematically challenging using
the TAG; and comparing the level of mathematical challenge of a task as it is presented in the
curriculum materials to the level of mathematical challenge as it is enacted during teaching) and
for teachers to develop a ‘professional vision’ by noticing and interpreting classroom
interactions. You can use the guiding questions of the opening activity to help teachers initiate
a discussion around the shared episodes.

•

Before today’s session, watch carefully the videotaped lessons of all participants, read the
materials sent to you by the teachers and decide which videoclips can initiate rich discussions
around the issues discussed in the previous session. While watching the clips you could keep
notes on interesting teacher actions/practices and classroom interactions that occured during
teaching. The selection of the clips is really important and should be done deliberately based
on the goal of the activity. You need to be careful with the selection of the clips so that the
selected clips help you raise key issues and practices that emerge from the videotaped lessons.
For instance, a teacher might have suggested clips that will help you surface important ideas
and key practices for maintaining the level of challenge; another teacher might have suggested
clips that do not serve the purpose of the activity. Value teachers’ choices or concerns by
including some clips they suggested but remember that the goal is to focus on specific teaching
practices that were employed during that episode, consider their influence on students’
opportunities to learn, and make suggestions for improvement.

•

Because this is the first time in Module 2 that the teachers share videoclips of themselves
teaching, your role as a teacher educator is extremely crucial for how the next video-club
sessions will unfold (See General Guidelines for more information). Teachers must feel
comfortable to share their clips with the whole group and in no case feel disapproved by their
colleagues or you if something in their lesson did not work as expected. For instance, teachers
might select a clip in which the level of challenge was decreased or a clip in which they believe
that they maintained the level of challenge at a high level but this was not actually the case. In
such cases, you need to be careful not to offend teachers, but to discuss the clip with a focus
on teaching, rather than the teacher. Hence, it is really important to begin this activity by
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reminding teachers what was also discussed in Module 1: that your goal is to use the videotaped
clips as records of practice, which will help you better understand and learn from real classroom
interactions and improve your work. Ask them to refer to teachers in general without naming the
particular teacher and recognize that there is no such thing as perfect teaching. Remind
teachers that your intention while watching the clips is to start noticing and interpreting different
significant decisions and actions that worked well or could lead to improved interactions among
the teacher and the students, rather than evaluating the lesson and the teacher. A good way of
making teachers feel comfortable is to begin with sharing a clip of a teacher who feels more
confident with sharing his/her teaching (especially if the group of teachers taking Module 2 is
different from the group of teachers who took Module 1). Moreover, teachers should begin by
referring to the positive features of teaching and then explaining what could be improved acting
as critical friends. You may ask teachers to say something they found positive or helpful in the
clip and why they feel that way and/or mention a question occured to them while watching it. Do
not forget to allow teachers time for several responses to each of your inquiries, including a
chance for them to propose answers to their colleagues’ questions.
•

During the first video-club session, it is also particularly important to remind teachers of the
commonly agreed rules regarding whose videoclips and in which order will be presented that
were discussed in Module 1. For instance, you can agree to rotate so that in every next meeting
at least one clip from each teacher will be viewed.

Activity 2 – Considering Factors Influencing Task Implementation
Indicative Duration: 15 minutes
In this activity, teachers are asked to (a) consider previous lessons they have taught as well as two
excerpts from interviews the EDUCATE project team conducted with primary classroom teachers
during the first phase of the project and (b) list a number of factors that may affect the level of
intended mathematical challenge of the task(s) as planned during task presentation and
implementation. The guiding questions of the previous Activity can help you in making a smooth
transition from the Videoclub Component to Activity 2. For example, in the previous activity,
participants could consider whether the implementation of the tasks unfolded exactly as they
planned it or not and then in this activity, suggest some factors influencing the level of mathematical
challenge. Give participants 4–5 minutes to read the interview excerpts and work either individually
or in pairs; then, ask them to share their responses with the whole group. During this sharing, you
might consider creating clusters of factors (e.g., student related factors, teacher related factors,
classroom factors, external factors, factors related to student autonomous work or whole-class
discussion, etc.) and listing them on a flipchart as participants share their ideas and examples.
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Teachers could possibly refer to some factors that influence the level of mathematical challenge,
including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Dealing with heterogeneity
Students’ different readiness and/or ability levels, interests, and learning styles
Different learning paces within the same classroom
Students’ prior knowledge (some students do (not) have the necessary knowledge to proceed to the knew
knowledge)
Handling classroom management problems
Organizing the classroom in a proper way and overcoming existing/well-established classroom norms
Dealing with time constraints
Pressure to cover an overcrowded curriculum
Guidelines from the Ministry/Administrators on what to teach and how to teach it
Certain benchmarks that students have to reach by the end of the school year
Predicting students’ difficulties
Recognizing the challenging elements of the task(s)
Teacher’s limited (content and/or pedagogical) knowledge or experience
Monitoring all students’ group work / being responsive to students’ ideas and offering appropriate support;
striking an appropriate balance between offering guidance and offloading the responsibility for making the
actual thinking to students
Adjusting planning to students’ needs
Selecting and sequencing students’ strategies / steering the discussion in a productive manner; this
requires making decisions as to what to ignore, merely acknowledge or built upon

Following that, say that handling this complexity is not an easy endeavor but it is feasible when
considering and trying to handle one or two factors at a time; also, not all factors apply to your
classroom and teaching reality. Being cognizant of these factors that influence the level of
mathematical challenge and organizing them into groups that reflect certain key components that
influence student work and thinking (e.g., student factors, contextual factors, teacher factors, etc.)
is a first step to start handling their influence. The important take-away from this activity is that these
factors should not be underestimated because one way or another they can influence what students
learn. Assure teachers that these factors, especially those related to the students will be considered
in more depth in the next case of practice. Emphasize, however, that it is also important to consider
the task itself and the affordances of the task as such (or modifications thereof) has/have for student
learning.
Then, let the participants know that in this Case of Practice you will suspend issues related to the
students, and focus more on the task and its affordances themselves. You will assume that when
solving a task, at least three different (not stable) groups of students can be identified: highachievers, mid-achievers, and low-achievers. In the remaining activities of Case of Practice 2, you
will consider how teachers can plan in ways that can help them scaffold these different student
groups without diminishing the mathematical challenge of the tasks.
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Activity 3 – Planning for the Use of Enablers and Extenders
Indicative Duration: 60 minutes
The focus of this section is to help teachers understand that one way to deal with the complexity
discussed in the previous activity is to develop and use tiered tasks. As explained on page 74 of
the Teacher Module 2, tiered tasks are a series of related tasks of varying complexity which focus
on the same content or curriculum objective. Teachers usually ask students to engage with a
‘Basic/Core Task’; but sometimes they need to develop enablers to ‘enable’ students thinking when
they need extra support or guidance with the Core task to proceed and extenders to ‘extend’ the
thinking of students who need greater mathematical challenge than that presented by the
Basic/Core task.
Allow teachers approximately 10 minutes to read ‘The Boxes’ task and the accompanying narrative
from a real teacher-students interaction during the student autonomous work phase, and consider
the guiding questions that follow. Next, initiate a 10-minute discussion that focuses on the
effectiveness of teacher’s way of managing task complexity. The first thing teachers need to
understand is the level of mathematical challenge of the task according to the TAG. Ask teachers
to share their responses to this question by justifying their ideas e.g., this is a “doing-mathematics”
task because it asks students to explore and understand the nature of this problem and the
underlying mathematical ideas and relationships of the boxes’ dimensions. Also, it requires
students to visualize this real-life situation, as well as, to mobilize their knowledge about the volume
of a parallelepiped; students should also consider the dimensions of the boxes and how they relate
to the dimensions of the container, before they start calculating the volume of either the container
or the boxes, by considering the the dimensions of the boxes as a restriction and then calculating
the volume of the boxes and the container. Following that, ask teachers to consider whether this
complexity was maintained during the presentation and implementation of the task. Here are some
points that worth noticing and discussing while facilitating the discussion:
•
•
•
•
•

Which factors made it easy/difficult for teacher to manage complexity?
What do you think about the way the teacher tried to scaffold each child?
What do you think about the sequence in which the teacher approached different students?
Did the teacher succeed in maintaining the mathematical challenge for all students?
Was there anything that the teacher could have done differently to manage complexity more effectively?

Next, teachers are provided with a lesson plan excerpt in which another teacher planned to use
‘Enablers’ and ‘Extenders’ as a way to manage ‘The Boxes’ task complexity. Ask teachers to read
the lesson plan excerpt and then consider the guiding questions. First, teachers can focus on
understanding how the teacher planned on using ‘Enablers’ and ‘Extenders’ (guiding question 1).
For answering this question, they can focus on the description that precedes each enabler and
extender and consider how the enablers or extenders can be helpful for students who might have
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difficulties with the core task and for early-finishers, respectively. In particular you can encourage
teachers to pay attention to the following points:
•

•
•

Which students can benefit from the use of these enablers/extenders?
o “Introduce Enabler 1 as required to students who do not consider ... follow a strategy.”
o “Monitor use of Enabler 1 and introduce Enabler 2 to students who ... one over the other.”
o “Monitor use of Enabler 2 and introduce Enabler 3 to students... length and height).”
o “During the autonomous work for questions a and b, students who quickly and accurately
complete questions a & b ... be given Extenders 1 & 2.”
What is the key idea with which each group of students will work?
What should be the entry ability/readiness/knowledge level of a student who uses e.g., Enabler 1?

The second guiding question should help teachers gradually start considering the contribution of
enablers and extenders to handling task complexity during task presentation and implementation.
Teachers can possibly discuss that every classroom is characterized by heterogeneity in terms of
student ability level, readiness/prior knowledge level, and learning pace. Therefore, the teacher
needs to find a way to help students work with the content at an appropriate level of challenge. One
way to do this is by using ‘Enablers’ and ‘Extenders’ which are at a level that builds on students’
prior knowledge and prompts continued learning (as such, these tasks correspond to the Vygotsian
idea of working with students at their zone of proximal development). Tiered activities make it easier
for the teacher to handle task complexity because they:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help all students focus on key/core concepts and ideas
Allow students to begin learning from where they currently are
Adjust the task by complexity, number of steps, and independence to ensure that students work at
appropriately challenging tasks (not too hard, not too easy)
Extend concepts and principles based on student readiness
Allow students organize their work according to their learning style and use a variety of
resources/materials at different levels of complexity
Allow all students to participate and learn (e.g., students who are bored or find the core task difficult may
interrupt the lesson)
Enable students who need more support and guidance with the ‘Core task’ and extend the thinking of
those students who succeeded in solving the task quite quickly and accurately

Then, teachers are provided with a text which uses a specific metaphor (i.e., ‘The Ladder of Task

Differentiation) to help them understand the role of Enablers and Extenders (i.e., Tiered Activities)
as two useful differentiation tools. Allow teachers 5-6 minutes to read the text and initiate a
discussion by asking teachers to describe and explain the representation on page 75 and what they
understood from reading the text. You can have the representation on a power point slide to help
the discussion run smoothly and emphasize the meaning behind this metaphor: The extended task
helps a teacher to differentiate the Basic/Core task at least a level up; some students might be
ready to work with the Basic/Core task; while others need to work on a modified version of the Core
task, at least a level down, because they are lacking necessary pre-requisite knowledge. Help
teachers through this discussion realize that the ladder might consist of more than one extender
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and one enabler steps, depending on the composition of the class, the difficulty of the task,
students’ interests, readiness levels, etc. In fact, each step in the ladder might correspond to a
different group of students, depending on the students’ readiness levels, interests, prior-knowledge,
and difficulties. During this discussion it could also be emphasized that the simplified version of the
ladder (with three steps) can serve as a starting point to manage complexity. Once teachers are
comfortable with working with tasks at three levels, they can work with incorporating more
steps/modified tasks in their teaching.
In the next part of this activity, teachers are given three mathematical tasks2 as ‘Basic/Core tasks’
and are asked to generate a tiered activity which can have either one or more readiness
levels/levels up and down), so that all students participate and learn. In the interest of time and
according to the needs of your audience, you can leave participants to work on one or more of these
tasks (e.g., you might prefer to skip the pre-primary task if the participants are upper primary
teachers). The goal is for each teacher to suggest at least one Enabler and at least one Extender
for at least one of the tasks in order to apply what they have learned from the previous activity parts.
Allow teachers approximately 10 minutes to work on this task individually or in pairs. Then, if there
is available time initiate a discussion in which teachers present their ideas/suggestions (not in a
written form). You can use a flipchart or a power point slide to write down their ideas and share
these ideas with them via email after today’s session. Each time ask them to interpret for other
participants how they thought about the varying “degrees of difficulty” in the different tiers using
differentiation language (e.g., more structured/open tasks, offer less/greater independence, for
students with slower/quicker learning pace, simplier/more complex task/question, degrees of
difficulty/readiness, interesting, engaging, focuses on key/essential ideas, for advanced/struggling
learners, etc.) to do so. If there is not sufficient time to do that, some of this discussion could be
incorporated in the Closing activity.
Possible enablers and extenders for Task 1 (Core Task’s Level of Challenge: Doing-mathematics):
Possible Enablers
1.

For students who find difficulties in understanding what
the number trick is:
Try a few examples for yourself.
- Do you always get a multiple of 11?

Possible Extenders
1. For students who understood and used Charlie’s
representation to explain how the two number tricks
worked:
Once you've been able to explain what is going on with
these tricks, suggest one or two similar tricks and ask
your friend/teacher to explain how it works.

Participants may consider that the current/suggested tasks are not close to the tasks they use in their daily
practice and they may face difficulties in thinking and developing enablers and extenders for them. You may
provide tasks that participants bring or use in their lessons and develop extenders and enablers for them.
Alternatively, the discussion can focus on one of the given tasks (e.g., the second one) and work as a team for
identifying its cognitively demanding parts and suggestions for differentiating the task.
2
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- Can you explain why? You can use materials,
drawings, numbers, symbols or letters if you think that
this will help you.
2. For students who face difficulties in explaining how the
number trick worked (Question a):
Use the following table to record down the number you
chose, the number you added, and your final result.
Reversed
Chosen number
Result
Number
42
24
66

What do you observe?

2. For early finishers:
A) Choose three different digits A, B, and C,
with A>B>C (e.g. 8, 6, and 3). Work out the
differences between the two-digit numbers you can
make and their reverses (e.g., 86-68; 63-36; 83-38)
and then add these three results. Show that you
always obtain a multiple of 18. Explain your
thinking.
OR
B) Find examples that fit the rule:
AB+CD=DC+BA,
without any of the four digits being the same
(e.g. 97+24=42+79).
What general rule must apply? Why?
Source: https://nrich.maths.org/11215

2. For students who face difficulties with understanding
Charlie’s explanations (Question b) you can ask them to
work the following explanation first and them ask them
to use this representation to explain how the number
tricks work:
Alison arranged multilink to show four tens and two
units for 42, and two tens and four units for 24. She then
put the four units with the four tens, and the two
units with the two tens, giving six lots of eleven.

Possible enablers and extenders for Task 2 (Core Task’s Level of Challenge: Doing-mathematics):
Possible Enablers

Possible Extenders

1. For students who do not have an effective strategy for
completing the proof the following questions might be
posed to elicit their thinking (2) :
As you move points A, B etc., what did you observe
regarding:
o The type of the quadrilateral?
o The sides of the quadrilateral?
o The angles of the quadrilateral?
o The diagonals of the quadrilateral?

1. Some students will provide complete and correct
responses to all components of the task. Possible
questions and tasks for extending their work and
thinking:
How would shape DFE change as the triangle ABC
changes if we draw segments connecting all the
consecutive midpoints D, F and Ε?

Can you draw a conclusion based on your observations?
2. For students who do not have an effective strategy for
completing the proof the following questions might be
posed to elicit their thinking (3):
Problematize students what different types of triangles
and have them think of all possible situations of different
triangles: scalene, right triangle, isosceles, equilateral,
and right isosceles triangle.
o How do you know that you have thought of all the
possible cases? Consider if it matters which angle
of the triangles (angle B or a different angle) we
consider to be, for example, the right angle. You
can use the following table to record your
observations.
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2. For early finishers:
In Figure 2, the points E, F, G, H are midpoints of the
sides of ABCD. Investigate what type of quadrilateral is
the EFGH? Study how the quadrilateral EFGH changes
when the quadrilateral ABCD changes. That is how the
type of the EFGH is connected to the quadrilateral
ABCD).
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Table 1
Type of
triangle ABC

Type of
angle B

Type of
quadrilateral

BDFE

Do you think joining the midpoints of any triangle will
create a figure that is a e.g. parallelogram? How could
you test this idea?
3. Pose the following questions to students who correctly
find the relationship between the quadrilateral BDFE
and the triangle ABC and provide work to support the
conclusion that the figure is a parallelogram but do not
explicitly draw this conclusion:
- Can you explain how you can show that the figure is a
parallelogram?
- What is your conclusion? Is this quadrilateral a
parallelogram? Why?

Figure 1
3. For early finishers:
In Figure 2, the points E, F, G, H are midpoints of the
sides Show that the quadrilateral formed by connecting
the midpoints of the sides of quadrilateral ABCD (points
E, F, G, and H) is a parallelogram.

Possible enablers and extenders for Task 3 (Core Task’s Level of Challenge: Doing-mathematics)3:
Possible Enablers

Possible Extenders

1. For students who do not know how to get started:
- Organize the givens and the wanted into a table.
- What do you know about points A and B? How can
you use this information?
- What do you know about point C? How can you
use this information?
- How can you figure out the area of the triangle?
2. For students who struggle with question 1.1:
Provide students with a similar task in which the triangle
will not be inscribed in a circle. Students are given the
coordinates of A, B, and C and they are asked to solve
question 1.1 (to find the area of triangle ADE).

1. For early finishers:
Think of a different way of solving the problem. How
does it relate to the approach you followed? How does
it differ?

2. For early finishers:
Explain how the problem would change (in what
particular ways):
a) If AC was a circle diameter?
b) If points A and B were not on the Axis Oy?

The suggested enablers and extenders are based on the possible solution to the task which can be found in
Appendix 6.
3
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3. For students who struggle with determining the area of the
triangle ADE:
They could be given the same task (without DE and the
information about DE), and be asked to find the
coordinates of points A, B, and C instead of also asking
them to find the area of the triangle.

After working on developing enablers and extenders for the given task(s) of this activity, teachers
can read the principles of modifying tasks on page 78 and think individually for 2 minutes whether
their modified versions of the task(s) take into account these differentiation principles. Then you
can raise a whole-group discussion to share their ideas/responses and explain these principles.
You can share the diagram found in Appendix 5 with the teachers which can help them in
developing tiered activities in the future.
Connections to My Practice
Indicative Duration: 10 minutes
In this activity, teachers are asked to videotape a lesson in which they will teach one mathematically
challenging task and employ 2-3 differentiation practices discussed in today’s meeting (the Closing
Activity will help the teachers codify these practices). For some of the logistics involved in
videotaping you can read the detailed instructions in Connections to My Practice in Case of Practice
1. Ensure that teachers understand that they need to differentiate the task up and down to help all
students work productively on the task. Finally, teachers should select and send you the selected
videoclips that are illustrative of their attempts to differentiate their approach regardless of how
successful these attempts were. The focus of this particular activity is to (a) watch their lesson, (b)
notice how they have implemented some differentiation practices as discussed in today’s session
with their students, (c) consider whether these practices helped all students being productively
engaged with the task, and also (d) identify possible problems they have encountered during the
task enactments. Remember to provide directions as to what needs to be videotaped, how the
setting of the videotaping is going to be, and what the focal points are (the guiding questions can
help teachers understand the focus of the activity).
Closing Activity
Indicative Duration: 5 minutes
This is a short activity for helping teachers codify the differentiation practices discussed in today’s
meeting. Allow teachers 4-5 minutes to work in pairs and name some differentiation strategies they
have considered for adjusting the level of mathematical challenge of a given task. You can codify
the differentiation practices in a word document and share it with the teachers via email after today’s
session. Teachers could refer to the following differentiation strategies:
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•

•

Developing tiered activities for at least three student levels (introductory level; those at the standard level;
and those who are capable of more in-depth higher-order tasks)
o Enablers: for students (not necessarily the same each time) who need some kind of support to
‘enable’ them work on the core task
o Extenders: for students (not necessarily the same each time) who can go beyond the core task
Modifying the task complexity (either up or down) by using one or combinations of the following
approaches:
o Adding or relaxing constraints
o Changing the conditions of the problem
o Asking for generalizations and pattern noticing
o Asking for another/different solution
o Inserting obstacles to the solution
o Limiting the problem information provided/ representations
o Decontextualising from specific cases
o Adding questions such as:
▪ What if …? Could it be possible?
▪ Why?
o How many solutions have you figured out? How do you know that you have found all?

Key Take-away Points of the Case of Practice 2
•

A teacher could turn a mathematically challenging task into a mathematically nonchallenging task or vice versa. As discussed in Activity 2, there are several factors that
could influence this, such as the teacher’s knowledge of content and teaching
mathematics; students’ readiness and prior knowledge; guidelines given from school
inspectors of the subject specialists on what and how to teach it; pressure to cover the
curriculum etc.

•

The Ladder of Differentiation: One way to keep all students focused on essential
understandings but at different levels of complexity, abstractness, and open-endedness so
that each student is appropriately challenged pertains to developing and using Tiered
activities (i.e., enablers and extenders). Enablers offer extra support and guidance with the
core task to students, while Extenders provide greater mathematical challenge than this
provided by the core task to students who already solved the core task.

•

While developing enablers and extenders, bear in mind that:
o A student might be clustered in the first group for one task and in the second, for
another.
o Tasks should focus on learning objectives and essential concepts.
o Tasks ought to respond to the specific learning needs of different groups according
to ability, readiness, degree of support required and learning preferences.
o All tasks should be engaging, active and interesting
o Extender tasks should not be just “more work” and enablers should not represent
“dumbed down” versions of the core task.
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